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------------------·----- t., 
------ --- -~- --
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----------~-----2- · Q ·~ _gg_i -
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the matrix is used as 
pr.09ed ure. Let it be 
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0 rearrange·. y-by-niterchang~g . . .. .. . 
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........ , . 
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~-- ----· 
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·--e --~- ----· . ------------ indices 
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--:The ---·---·· -- --------------
easily -g_etermin.ed_ from ---these ~.i-nd~-:aa-follffl-:-_ ·- - ·--=-----·=-- ------
·---- ---------- ----------------------
. .:-----·-
-- :._ ________ ·--·---=~::.~~=---'.'...-~==--·-·'-....,.::.....'.::..:.::--;. 
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=-=----·=~---· ----=-;~:..:..........:..::..;,_~ 
. -__ _ 
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(41) 
----------·-
____ ......_ ___ . __________ -
---·-··------·---------~----· 
·----··. 
-. ; ----------------·--·- ----·--:~":~/-···-
.:..----------------::::.~~----------.. ----=-=---:...-:.-;--:::-:-:--:--. 
·~- --------------- -·-
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5. the inverse-Z of the matrix Y is given·;---·--
-- U:-tn---.'-24--\_· . --ffll" -....... ------- --:-·· . \ ... - 7' -VJ 
. -
------·--- ··-- __ .. ~--
z _z_. ___ ._z_ .CY~--~.-· -
~- ···-- · ·· I z--·t-:-1 -· -
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